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FEED THE FUTURE ENABLING ENVIRONMENT FOR FOOD SECURITY PROJECT

Addressing policy, legal, and institutional barriers for improved food security outcomes.

- **Technical Analysis** – Work with local partners to build the evidence base for improved policy reform.

- **Advisory Services** – Stakeholder engagement, strategic program design, and embedded advisors to build local capacity to formulate and implement reforms.

- **Knowledge Management** – Strategic communications and knowledge sharing to facilitate learning on policy topics.

**Dates:** Sep. 2015 – Sep. 2020

**Size:** $13.5 million

**Individual Buy-in Ceiling:** $6 million
IMPROVING GENDER IN THE AGBEE TOOLKIT

- Review existing datasets
- Identify common constraints in prior analyses
- Develop question lists built on CLIR framework
GENDER TOOL APPROACH
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GENERAL DESCRIPTIONS

Education, Extension & Training
Availability of and access to a safe, facilitative training environment for an advanced agricultural workforce

Property
Degree to which women can make use of formal and informal real and movable property

Finance
Ability to build wealth, access finance, and secure financial services

Markets
Extent of equal rights to travel, trade, and transact
NEXT STEPS

• Solicit and secure feedback on methodology

• Source opportunities and additional financing to validate and pilot test methodology

• Identify feasibility to expand and integrate methodology into activities
If interested in learning more about our project’s support capabilities, or to simply learn more, please contact the following:

**Gloria Kessler**  
COR  
USAID/BFS/MPI  
gkessler@usaid.gov

**Nate Kline**  
Project Manager  
FTF EEFS  
nkline@Fintrac.com